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CIRCOM Regional is a Professional Association of Regional Public Service Television in Europe.


The acronym “CIRCOM” represents a declaration of intent, worded in French and abbreviated like this: “Cooperative Internationale de Recherche et d’Action en matière 
de Communication (International Cooperative for Research and Action on the Field of Communication). That long description was abbreviated for practical reasons to six 
capital letters: CIRCOM.


A Unique International Audiovisual Network in Europe

Promoting and developing cooperation between members

Co-producing and exchanging programmes

Strengthening vocational training for journalists and technicians across Europe


More under circom-regional.eu



THE SMARTPHONE 

REVOLUTION

Technology changed the way we produce and consume content. The smartphone and constant access to the internet is probably the most impacting invention since the 
printing press.



Here’s the old model of content distribution. Previous tech, such as TV and Radio forced broadcasters to consider the audience as a whole. They had to make « one size 
fits all » content.



DISTRIBUTION 
MODEL

The smartphone changed that by giving each user (or citizen!) individual access to any content she wants.



People have different interests. The audience is not one anymore, but instead can be divided in many sub groups depending on what is deemed interesting to them, their 
gender, age, income level and many other metrics. One good way to start is to identify 7-8 main sub categories and tailor your message for these groups.



SPLIT THE 
AUDIENCE 

INTO GROUPS 



DESIGN 
FORMATS 

FOR TARGET 
GROUPS 
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LOOK AT 
YOUR STATS

Dive into stats to know how to split the audience into groups.



WHAT MAKES 
A GOOD

STORY ?
You can do nearly anything, any format with a smartphone



EMOTIONAL 

CONNECTION

There’s a « gatekeeper » in your mind filtering out content that you don’t feel interested in. In order for a message to get access to peoples brains, you need to find an 
emotional connection with them.



WHAT DO YOU 

WANT TO 

SAY?

Know what your message is.



WHO DO YOU 

WANT TO 

REACH?

Target the message to you audience group, while trying to make an emotional connection to them.



HOW TO DESIGN A 
NEW 

FORMAT 



DESIGNING 
A NEW FORMAT

TOPIC 
TARGET 

FORMAT GENRE 
PRODUCTION COST 

LIFETIME/SCHEDULING 

Here’s a template to start to think about your format. The five things you have to know.



IT’S EASIER 

WORKING IN GROUPS

Being creative doesn’t require you to be an exceptional person. Schedule regular brainstorming sessions to design new formats, with no constraints at first to let ideas 
emerge. Then try to find ways to make them real.



Johannes Kardell 
Project Manager for Online Development in Local News and Minorities

Swedish Television 





STORYTELLING BROADCAST Æ ONLINE

BEST PICTURE FIRST
GRAPHIC TEXT
”About the subject” STORYTELLING TEXT

AMPLIFY WITH INTERVIEW ADD FINAL TEXT



STORYTELLING BROADCAST Æ ONLINE



www.circom-regional.eu | @CIRCOMRegional

facebook.com/CIRCOMRegional
@CIRCOMRegional

@CIRCOMRegional

#CRtrain


